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ABSTRACT
We investigate through high-resolution three-dimensional simulations the nonlinear evolution of com-
pressible magnetohydrodynamic Ñows subject to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. As in our earlier
work, we have considered periodic sections of Ñows that contain a thin, transonic shear layer but are
otherwise uniform. The initially uniform magnetic Ðeld is parallel to the shear plane but oblique to the
Ñow itself. We conÐrm in three-dimensional Ñows the conclusion from our two-dimensional work that
even apparently weak magnetic Ðelds embedded in Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable plasma Ñows can be fun-
damentally important to nonlinear evolution of the instability. In fact, that statement is strengthened in
three dimensions by this work because it shows how Ðeld-line bundles can be stretched and twisted in
three dimensions as the quasiÈtwo-dimensional CatÏs Eye vortex forms out of the hydrodynamical
motions. In our simulations twisting of the Ðeld may increase the maximum Ðeld strength by more than
a factor of 2 over the two-dimensional e†ect. If, by these developments, the Mach number ofAlfve n
Ñows around the CatÏs Eye drops to unity or less, our simulations suggest that magnetic stresses will
eventually destroy the CatÏs Eye and cause the plasma Ñow to self-organize into a relatively smooth and
apparently stable Ñow that retains memory of the original shear. For our Ñow conÐgurations, the regime
in three dimensions for such reorganization is expressed in terms of the Mach4 [ MAx[ 50, Alfve nnumber of the original velocity transition and the initial speed projected to the Ñow plan. WhenAlfve n
the initial Ðeld is stronger than this, the Ñow either is linearly stable (if or becomes stabilizedMAx [ 2)by enhanced magnetic tension as a result of the corrugated Ðeld along the shear layer before the CatÏs
Eye forms (if For weaker Ðelds the instability remains essentially hydrodynamic in earlyMAx Z 2).stages, and the CatÏs Eye is destroyed by the hydrodynamic secondary instabilities of a three-dimensional
nature. Then, the Ñows evolve into chaotic structures that approach decaying isotropic turbulence. In
this stage, there is considerable enhancement to the magnetic energy due to stretching, twisting, and
turbulent ampliÐcation, which is retained long afterward. The magnetic energy eventually catches up to
the kinetic energy, and the nature of Ñows becomes magnetohydrodynamic. Decay of the magnetohydro-
dynamic turbulence is enhanced by dissipation accompanying magnetic reconnection. Hence, in three
dimensions as in two dimensions, very weak Ðelds do not modify substantially the character of the Ñow
evolution but do increase global dissipation rates.
Subject headings : instabilities È MHD È methods : numerical È plasmas È turbulence
1. INTRODUCTION
Strongly sheared boundary Ñows are ubiquitous in astro-
physical environments as diverse as EarthÏs magnetopause
and supersonic jets. The susceptibility of such boundaries to
the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability is well known (e.g.,
Chandrasekhar 1961). Development of the instability may
lead to turbulence, momentum and energy transport, and
dissipation and mixing of Ñuids (see, e.g., Maslowe 1985 for
a review).
Most astrophysical environments are electrically con-
ducting, so relevant Ñuids are likely to be magnetized on
length scales and timescales of common interest. Thus, it is
important to understand the role of magnetic Ðelds in the
K-H instability. The basic linear stability analysis of the
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) K-H instability was carried
out long ago (e.g., Chandrasekhar 1961 ; Miura & Prichett
1982). There is now also a growing literature of the non-
linear evolution of the MHD K-H instability beginning
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from a variety of possible initial Ñow conÐgurations, at least
in the earlier evolution stages in two dimensions (e.g.,
Tajima & Leboeuf 1980 ; Wang & Robertson 1984 ; Miura
1984, 1987, 1997 ; Wu 1986 ; Dahlburg, Boncinelli, &
Einaudi 1997 ; Keppens et al. 1999 ; Keller & Lysak 1999).
Fully three-dimensional nonlinear studies are still quite
limited and so far have generally not followed Ñow evolu-
tion to anything resembling a Ðnal state. They do show that
full coupling of magnetic Ðeld and Ñow in the third dimen-
sion may quickly introduce obvious dynamical e†ects,
however (e.g., Galinsky & Sonnerup 1994 ; Keppens & To th
1999 ; Keller, Lysak, & Song 1999). The three-dimensional
simulations reported below, on the other hand, were contin-
ued over many dynamical timescales, so that the ultimate
relaxed states for the Ñows are clear.
Strong magnetic Ðelds, through their tension, are well
known to stabilize the K-H instability. However, the con-
siderable potential for much weaker Ðelds to modify the
nonlinear instability and, in particular, to reorganize the
subsequent Ñow has only recently been emphasized. Mala-
goli, Bodo, & Rosner (1996), Frank et al. (1996), Jones et al.
(1997), and Jeong et al. (2000) have carried out high-
resolution two- and 2.5-dimensional numerical MHD simu-
lations of the full nonlinear evolution of the K-H instability
for periodic sections of two-dimensional Ñows. They have
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demonstrated clearly that an initially weak magnetic Ðeld
can fundamentally alter evolution of the K-H instability,
either by disrupting the two-dimensional hydrodynamical
(HD) Ñow character or by enhancing dissipation during the
nonlinear evolution of this instability.
While speciÐc issues may surely depend on matching
details of a simulated conÐguration to the physical situation
imagined, the most basic insights often come from very
simple, idealized model Ñows. In our review here we follow
Frank et al. (1996) and Jones et al. (1997) in considering
periodic sections of Ñows. Let us deÐne the two-dimensional
computational plane as the x-y plane, so that for now there
is an assumed invariance along the z-direction. Initially, two
uniform, but oppositely directed, velocity Ðelds along the
x-direction are separated by a thin, smooth transonic shear
layer with as the velocity di†erence(M0\ U0/cs\ 1, U0across the shear layer). The magnetic Ðeld, which is initially
aligned within the x-z plane, is uniform, and so is density.
The most important parameter in predicting the outcome of
the subsequent MHD K-H instability is the following
Mach number of the velocity transition, namely,Alfve nic
with as the projectedMAx\ U0/cAx, cAx \ Bx/o1@2 Alfve nspeed and as the magnetic Ðeld component aligned withB
xthe Ñow in units giving magnetic pressure, Wep
b
\ B2/2.
note that Jones et al. (1997) demonstrated that when
(for which the instability is not stabilized by mag-MAxZ 2netic tension) and the initial magnetic Ðeld is uniform, the
existence of a Ðnite is largely irrelevant to evolution ofB
zthe K-H instability, that is, the orientation of the Ðeld in the
x-z plane does not, by itself, matter, except through its iso-
tropic pressure.
When but with the initial magnetic Ðeld alignedMAx[ 4with the Ñow, the Ðeld is a little too weak to provide linear
stability Modest growth of corrugations along(MAxZ 2).the perturbed shear layer generates sufficient magnetic
tension to prevent further development of nonlinear evolu-
tion. That is, the Ñow is nonlinearly stabilized. However,
when the magnetic Ðeld is too weak to have much,MAx Z 4,if any, apparent inÑuence during the linear and early two-
dimensional nonlinear phases of the K-H instability. Thus,
the initial development is largely HD. So, a KelvinÏs CatÏs
Eye vortex forms with its axis in the shear layer but perpen-
dicular to the initial Ñow. In two-dimensional hydrody-
namics, this structure is stable. Jones et al. (1997), therefore,
chose as a convenient boundary between strongMAx D 4and weak magnetic Ðeld behaviors in the two-dimensional
MHD K-H instability.
Within the weak Ðeld regime, it is also possible to dis-
tinguish further two qualitatively di†erent evolutions.
Unless an initially uniform Ðeld is ampliÐed sufficiently
during one rotation of the CatÏs Eye to reduce toMAxvalues of order unity along the vortex perimeter, magnetic
stresses have little immediate dynamical inÑuence on vortex
evolution. Then, the magnetic Ðeld primarily serves to
enhance dissipation of kinetic energy through expulsion of
magnetic Ñux in the x-y plane (a.k.a. Ñux annihilation, via
tearing mode reconnection). This case of very weak Ðeld
(VWF) was called dissipative in Jones et al. (1997). In the
discussion below we will label Ñows initiated in this regime
by VWF. The more interesting regime is that where the
initial Ðeld is too weak to prevent formation of the CatÏs
Eye but strong enough that at some locationsMAx D 1within the CatÏs Eye by the end of a single vortex rotation.
Under those circumstances, relaxation of magnetic stresses
during reconnection deforms and then disrupts the CatÏs
Eye. This was called the weak Ðeld (WF) regime or the
disruptive regime in Jones et al. (1997). We will label these
cases below as WF.
In a two-dimensional Ñow, a magnetic Ðeld line is
stretched by about an order of magnitude while becoming
wrapped around a vortex that it once spanned. That
reduces by a similar factor, since the Ðeld strengthMAxincreases proportionally to the length of a Ñux tube (e.g.,
Gregori et al. 2000). Thus, it turned out that in two dimen-
sions is the boundary between the two cases.MAxD 20However, even for there can be gradual dis-MAx [ 20,ruption of the CatÏs Eye at late epoch by an accumulation of
small e†ects from Maxwell stresses. So, this dividing line is
not distinct.
In the disruptive, WF case, there is also a dynamical
alignment between the magnetic and velocity Ðelds during
reconnection along the perimeter of the CatÏs Eye, and local
cross helicity is maximized. In this conÐguration( o ¿ Æ B o )
the two-dimensional Ñow returns to a laminar form but is
now stable to perturbations smaller than the size of the
computational box. Jones et al. (1997) emphasized that two-
dimensional vortex disruption was magnetically driven,
despite the fact that the initial where is theb \ p
g
/p
b
? 1, p
gthermal gas pressure. We note this, since it is very common
to ignore dynamical inÑuences from magnetic Ðelds under
the condition That measures only the relativeb \ p
g
/p
b
? 1.
inÑuences of pressure gradients, not the full Maxwell
stresses. The Mach number, on the other hand, com-Alfve n
pares more closely Maxwell to Reynolds stresses and so
should provide a more direct measure of the immediate
dynamical consequences of the magnetic Ðeld in nonequi-
librium Ñows. Certainly, that is the case here.
Our objective now is to extend those previous two-
dimensional results into fully three-dimensional Ñows. This
step is important, since it is already well established that the
CatÏs Eye structure so prominent and stable in plane-
symmetric, two-dimensional Ñows coming from the HD
K-H instability is unstable to perturbations along its axis in
three dimensions (Hussain 1984 ; Bayly 1986 ; Craik &
Criminale 1986). The resultant HD Ñow becomes turbulent
(e.g., Maslowe 1985). So, we should ask how a weak mag-
netic Ðeld will modify that outcome. In addition, since both
vorticity and magnetic Ñux are subject to stretching in three
dimensions, but not in two dimensions, and since vortex
stretching profoundly changes three-dimensional Ñows
when compared to those in two dimensions, we might
expect to Ðnd that as soon as the Ñow evolution deviates
from two-dimensional character, the characterizations
listed above no longer apply. We will Ðnd, in fact, that they
do still apply, but the domain of initial magnetic Ðeld
strengths that can signiÐcantly inÑuence the Ñow evolution
is extended to weaker Ðelds in three dimensions. We will
also see that the morphologies and statistical properties of
magnetic and Ñow structures expected during three-
dimensional nonlinear Ñow evolution depend on the
strength of the initial magnetic Ðeld. A preliminary report
on some of these calculations is contained in Jones, Ryu, &
Frank (1999), which also includes some useful animations
on a CD-ROM. Those same animations are presently
posted on the Web site.4 The plan of the present paper is as
follows. In ° 2 we will summarize the problem setup and
4 http ://www.msi.umn.edu/Dtwj/research/mhdkh3d/nap98.html.
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numerical method. Section 3 contains detailed discussions
of results. A brief summary and conclusion follow in ° 4.
2. THE PROBLEM
The simulations reported here are direct extensions of the
Jones et al. (1997) study to fully three-dimensional Ñows.
The equations we solve numerically are those of ideal com-
pressible magnetohydrodynamics, where the displacement
current and the separation between ions and electrons are
neglected, as well as the e†ects of viscosity, electrical resis-
tivity, and thermal conductivity. In conservative form, the
equations are
Lo
Lt
] $ Æ (o¿)\ 0 , (1)
L(o¿)
Lt
] +
j
(o¿v
j
[ BB
j
)] +
A
p ] 1
2
B2
B
\ 0 , (2)
LE
Lt
] $ Æ
CA
E] p ] 1
2
B2
B
¿[ (¿ Æ B)B
D
\ 0 , (3)
and
LB
Lt
] +
j
(Bv
j
[ ¿B
j
)\ 0 , (4)
along with the constraint $ Æ B \ 0 imposed to account for
the absence of magnetic monopoles (e.g., Priest 1984). Gas
pressure is given by
p \ (c[ 1)(E[ 12 ov2[ 12 B2) . (5)
Standard symbols are used for common quantities. The
magnetic pressure is and the speed isp
b
\ B2/2, Alfve n
cA \B/o1@2.The simulations have been carried out in a cubic compu-
tational box of length BoundariesL
x
\ L
y
\ L
z
\ L \ 1.
are periodic in the directions contained within the shear
layer (namely, x and z) and reÑecting above and below the
shear layer (namely, y). As before, we have simulated Ñows
that are initially uniform except for a hyperbolic tangent
velocity shear layer in the y-coordinate, given as
¿0\ [
U0
2
tanh
Ay [ L
y
/2
a
B
x , (6)
with a \ L /25. The equilibrium Ñow is directed in the nega-
tive x-direction for y [ 0.5 and in the positive x-direction
for y \ 0.5. The velocity di†erence across the shear layer is
unity, The sonic Mach number of the transition isU0\ 1.unity, and the adiabatic index is With thisM
s
\ 1, c\ 53.conÐguration K-H unstable modes will have zero phase
velocities in the computational reference frame. Whereas an
initial has no appreciable inÑuence on 2.5-dimensionalB
zÑows because Ðeld lines could not be stretched in that
dimension, we expect Ðeld-line stretching in this dimension
to be important in three dimensions. Thus, the initial mag-
netic Ðeld is oblique to the Ñow direction, with h \ 30¡, but
parallel to the shear plane with strengths corresponding to
5, 14.3, 50, 143, 500, and 1.43] 103. For com-MAx\ 2.5,parison, here. See Table 1 forb \ (2/c)(MAx cos h/Ms)2further details. A random perturbation of small amplitude
has been added to the velocity to initiate the instability.
All cases have been simulated with grids having 643 and
1283 zones (labeled ““ l ÏÏ for ““ low ÏÏ and ““m ÏÏ for ““ medium,ÏÏ
respectively, in Table 1) to explore basic properties includ-
ing resolution issues. For three representative cases with
50, and 1.43 ] 103, the calculations have beenMAx\ 14.3,repeated again with 2563 zones (labeled ““ h ÏÏ for ““ high ÏÏ in
Table 1).
Each simulation has been run up to time t \ 20È50. For
comparison, the sound crossing time for the box is unity.
With the initial perturbation applied, the CatÏs Eye forms
by about t B 6 in those cases in which it develops. The
nominal subsequent turnover time for the CatÏs Eye is also
We note for reference that our computing timet \ t
e
D 6.
units here are 2.51 times longer than those in Frank et al.
(1996) and Jones et al. (1997), since L \ 2.51 was set to
match earlier papers, but they are the same as those in
Jeong et al. (2000). To aid comparison, we mention that in
our present units the growth times associated with the
modes having wavelength j \ L , the box size, would typi-
cally be Thus, our simulations extend typicallyt
g
D 0.6È0.7.
D35È70 K-H linear growth times for such modes. Here we
have applied random velocity perturbations to the initial
equilibrium in the present simulations. Hence, modes with
shorter wavelengths develop Ðrst if unstable. However, they
generally merge on timescales comparable to the growth
time of the mode with wavelength that is the sum of the
wavelengths of merged modes. So the mentioned growth
time is still a reasonable estimate of the time required for
instabilities to become a signiÐcant inÑuence on the Ñow.
The ideal MHD equations have been solved using a
multidimensional MHD code based on the explicit, Ðnite-
TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF INITIAL CONFIGURATIONS
Casea B
x
b MAxc MA0d bd Ngrid
1 (VWF) . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0007 1430 1.24] 103 1.84] 106 643 (1l), 1283 (1m), 2563 (1h)
2 (VWF) . . . . . . . . . . . 0.002 500 433 2.25 ] 105 643 (2l), 1283 (2m)
3 (VWF) . . . . . . . . . . . 0.007 143 124 1.84 ] 104 643 (3l), 1283 (3m)
4 (VWF/WF) . . . . . . 0.02 50 43.3 2.25] 103 643 (4l), 1283 (4m), 2563 (4h)
5 (WF) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.07 14.3 12.4 184 643 (5l), 1283 (5m), 2563 (5h)
6 (WF) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2 5 4.33 22.5 643 (6l), 1283 (6m)
7 (SF) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.4 2.5 2.17 5.63 643 (7l), 1283 (7m)
a VWF, WF, and SF labels refer to ““ very weak Ðeld,ÏÏ ““ weak Ðeld,ÏÏ and ““ strong Ðeld ÏÏ behaviors,
respectively, found for analogous two-dimensional simulations, as deÐned in ° 1. All models used c
s
\ 1,
L \ 1, a \ L /25, andM
s
\U0/cs\ 1, o0\ 1, c\ 53.and with 30¡ were used.b B
y
\ 0 B
z
\B
x
tan h
c MAx\ U0(o0)1@2/Bx.and b are deÐned from the total initial uniform magnetic Ðeld strength, i.e.,d MA0 B\ (Bx2] Bz2)1@2.
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di†erence ““ total variation diminishing ÏÏ (TVD) scheme.
That method is an MHD extension of the second-order
Ðnite-di†erence, upwinded, conservative gas dynamics
scheme of Harten (1983), as described by Ryu & Jones
(1995). The multidimensional version of the code, along
with a description of various one- and two-dimensional
Ñow tests, is contained in Ryu, Jones, & Frank (1995). This
version of the code contains a fast Fourier transformÈbased
““ Ñux cleaning ÏÏ routine that maintains the $ Æ B \ 0 condi-
tion at each time step within machine accuracy.
3. RESULTS
The seven cases listed in Table 1 include examples that in
two dimensions exhibit ““ dissipative,ÏÏ ““ disruptive,ÏÏ and
““ nonlinear stabilizing ÏÏ behaviors, using the terminology
deÐned in ° 1. Cases that are linearly stable were not con-
sidered, since we expect no new behaviors. Cases 1È4, with
would in two dimensions have50 ¹MAx ¹ 1.43] 103,been dissipative in character ; cases 5 and 6, with 5¹
would have been disruptive ; while case 7, withMAx¹ 14.3,would have been nonlinearly stabilizing.MAx\ 2.5,Initially all the cases evolve in ways consistent with the
two-dimensional description in ° 1 for the same Ðeld
strength. For case 7 that is basically the end of the story,
since the Ñow is nonlinearly stabilized and remains laminar
through the entire simulation. Just as in the two-
dimensional simulation described by Frank et al. (1996), the
Ðnal result is a broadened shear layer that has been sub-
jected to very minimal kinetic energy dissipation.
In all the remaining cases a CatÏs Eye develops and is
subsequently destroyed. The CatÏs Eye is a two-dimensional
structure, so up to the point of its formation all the Ñows are
still quasiÈtwo-dimensional. Recall that in two dimensions
the CatÏs Eye remained stable in the VWF case, since
Maxwell stresses were not built up enough to disrupt it. But
in three dimensions this structure is hydrodynamically
unstable (see ° 3.1). However, by and large, we still Ðnd that
the Ñow characters of dissipative (for the WF case) and
disruptive (for the VWF case) carry over into three-
dimensional Ñows, as described in detail in °° 3.1 and 3.2
below. One interesting deviation is that the three-
dimensional magnetic Ðeld in case 4, with is sig-MAx \ 50,niÐcantly more disruptive than it would be in two
dimensions. Case 4 would have been deÐned as dissipative
in two dimensions, and it exhibits similar properties in our
low- and medium-resolution three-dimensional simula-
tions. On the other hand, in higher resolution two-
dimensional simulations it showed some evidence for
long-term disruptive magnetic Ðeld inÑuence through accu-
mulated small Ñow distortions. Those tendencies are much
more consequential in three dimensions, so we will describe
in detail the three-dimensional behaviors observed in that
case in ° 3.3.
3.1. Very Weak Field (V W F) Cases : Turbulence
Since they come close to HD behaviors and thus o†er a
useful benchmark, we begin with discussion of cases 1, 2,
and 3 500, and 143), which would all fall(MAx \ 1.43] 103,under the VWF or dissipative descriptions in two dimen-
sions. Figure 1 shows at two times the spatial distributions
of magnetic Ðeld strength ( oB o ) and vorticity magnitude
( ou o ) for cases 1l and 1m, while Figure 2 shows at three
times the same information for the analogous high-
resolution case 1h. One can see that the global behaviors are
qualitatively consistent in all three simulations. Quantitat-
ively, the comparisons are quite similar to what we
described previously in Frank et al. (1996) and Jones et al.
(1997). That is, as expected, simulations with higher
resolution capture Ðner structures.
In three-dimensional HD Ñow the CatÏs Eye violently
breaks up within approximately one eddy turnover, and the
Ñow becomes highly disordered, with very little evidence of
the initial shear Ðeld, i.e., decaying isotropic turbulence
develops (e.g., Maslowe 1985). For the VWF MHD cases we
studied (cases 1, 2, and 3) this behavior is also seen. We can
identify the root causes for the disruption of the CatÏs Eye
as follows. First, Hussain (1984) pointed out the importance
of the growth of coherent vortex tubes that span the CatÏs
Eye. These features, called rib vortices by Hussain, are
clearly present in the early snapshots of Figures 1 and 2.
Hussain pointed out that the ribs are anchored in saddle
points within the Ñow at the ends of the CatÏs Eye, so they
are subjected to rapid and intense vortex stretching. This
leads to nonaxial stresses on the Ñows. A second e†ect is
Ñuid elements caught in the CatÏs Eye vortex move along
noncircular, or roughly elliptical, paths, so that they feel
time-varying shear forces. Such Ñuid elements are known to
be subject to the elliptical instability, when motion perpen-
dicular to the elliptical path is allowed in three dimensions
(Bayly 1986 ; Craik & Criminale 1986). Together these
e†ects unstably distort the initially two-dimensional charac-
ter of the Ñow, so that the CatÏs Eye breaks up violently in
less than a single turnover. Figure 2 shows that by t \ 6 the
interior of the CatÏs Eye in case 1h is Ðlled with a knotted
tangle of thin vortex tubes. They are the remnants of
smaller size vortices, which were developed and went
through the processes of disruption and merger earlier.
Figure 2 also illustrates for case 1h that between t \ 6 and
t \ 8 the CatÏs Eye has already been severely distorted. By
t \ 20 the entire Ñow pattern has broken down into an
apparently isotropic distribution of vortex tubes.
At this point it is useful to look closely at the simulta-
neous evolution of the magnetic Ðeld. Figure 2 shows us
that the regions of strong magnetic Ðeld generally match the
regions of strong vorticity (although there are vortex tubes
that are the remnants of the initial vorticity in the problem
or the early activity inside the CatÏs Eye, as described more
below, and so do not match with strong magnetic Ðeld).
Note that magnetic Ðelds in this case are essentially passive,
and the Ñows are nearly ideal. It is well known that under
these circumstances the magnetic Ðeld and vorticity obey
the same evolution equation (e.g., Shu 1992). So the co-
incidence of strong magnetic Ðeld regions with strong vor-
ticity region is, to a certain degree, expected. We emphasize,
however, that the coincidence does not necessarily imply
that the two vector Ðelds are aligned. In fact, that is dis-
tinctly not the case along the rib vortices as they Ðrst form.
Rather, magnetic Ðeld lines passing diagonally across the
shear layer are initially stretched around the forming CatÏs
Eye and become embedded within the Ñow Ðelds of the rib
vortices. At Ðrst the Ðelds in the rib vortices are simply
stretched over the ribs, but over the course of the CatÏs Eye
formation, those Ðeld lines become twisted around the ribs,
like twisted-pair electrical wires. This e†ect enhances signi-
Ðcantly the amount of stretching those lines undergo
compared to their two-dimensional analogs. Thus, the mag-
netic Ðelds embedded in the rib vortices are substantially
stronger than other Ðeld lines merely stretched around the
(a) B
t=6
1m
(b) B
t=20
1m
(c) ω
t=20
1m
(d) B
t=7
1l
(e) Β
t=18
1l
(f) ω
t=18
1l
x
y z
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FIG. 1.ÈVolume rendering of the strong magnetic Ðeld (B) and vorticity magnitude (u) structures in the medium-resolution simulation case 1m and in the
low-resolution simulation case 1l (VWF case). Darker regions correspond to higher values, and the gray scale was set arbitrarily to highlight structures.
CatÏs Eye perimeter. That explains the coincidence of strong
magnetic Ðeld regions with strong vorticity region at t \ 20
in Figure 2. It also enhances the role of weak magnetic Ðelds
in three dimensions compared to two dimensions, as we
shall see.
As magnetic Ðeld lines become twisted around rib vor-
tices, they soon develop topologies unstable to reconnection
(e.g., Lysak & Song 1990), however. The reconnection pre-
serves helicity (e.g., Ruzmaikin & Akhmetiev 1994),
although other topological Ðeld measures such as twist,
writhe, and kink that contribute to helicity may change (e.g.,
Berger & Field 1984 ; Bazdenkov & Sato 1998). The product
by the time the CatÏs Eye begins to be disrupted is a set of
twisted magnetic Ñux tubes around the perimeter of the
(a) B
t=6
(b) B
t=8
(c) B
t=20
(d) ω
t=6
(e) ω
t=8
(f) ω
t=20
x
y z
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FIG. 2.ÈVolume rendering of strong magnetic Ðeld (B) and vorticity magnitude (u) structures in the high-resolution simulation case 1h (VWF case) at
several epochs. Darker regions correspond to higher values, and the gray scale was set arbitrarily to highlight structures.
CatÏs Eye that do align themselves with the original rib
vortices, i.e., in the x-y plane.
Simultaneously, the complex motions in the CatÏs Eye
interior, which were mentioned above, lead to extensive
magnetic reconnection events that produce a three-
dimensional version of magnetic Ñux expulsion mentioned
in ° 1 (Weiss 1966 ; see Jones et al. 1997 for discussion of that
process). The product, when the CatÏs Eye begins to break
up, is a region of very weak and tangled magnetic Ðeld
inside the CatÏs Eye that on average trends in the z-
direction. The total magnetic Ñux through the full computa-
tional box is constant, of course, but this series of events has
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separated the magnetic Ñux embedded in the CatÏs Eye into
relatively strong Ñux tubes perpendicular to the axis of the
CatÏs Eye and wrapped around it, plus largely disordered
magnetic Ñux inside the CatÏs Eye with a mean Ðeld aligned
with the axis of the CatÏs Eye. This dichotomy is, in fact,
retained in the magnetic Ðeld structures at the end of case
4h, as we will address in ° 3.3.
The evolution of energy partitioning is illustrated for the
VWF cases along with case 4 in Figure 3. Keep in mind that
because we use a periodic box in the x- and z-directions and
hard walls in the y-direction, the system is e†ectively closed
and total energy is conserved. It is, therefore, a necessarily
decaying dynamical system, since there is Ðnite numerical
dissipation. There is an abrupt but almost imperceptible
(\1%) decrease in kinetic energy within the Ñow around
t D 6, caused directly by formation of the CatÏs Eye. Begin-
ning with CatÏs Eye disruption, however, there is a steady,
steep decay of this quantity. By the end of this simulation
the kinetic energy has dropped by about 2 orders of magni-
tude or more. This is in sharp contrast to the analogous
two-dimensional version of this K-HÈderived Ñow, where
after formation of the CatÏs Eye the kinetic energy is vir-
tually constant on these timescales. Turbulent decay in
three dimensions is the reason for the di†erence, of course.
Our result is, indeed, consistent with studies of three-
dimensional decaying MHD and HD turbulence (e.g., Mac
Low et al. 1998 ; Stone, Ostriker, & Gammie 1998 ; Porter,
Pouquet, & Woodward 1994), which also showed rapid dis-
sipation of kinetic energy.
Three points are noticed from the kinetic energy plot of
Figure 3. First, in the medium-resolution simulations, the
decay rate increases with increasing initial magnetic Ðeld,
FIG. 3.ÈEnergy evolution in the high-resolution simulations cases 1h and 4h and in the medium-resolution simulations cases 1mÈ4m (VWF cases and a
transitional case). Shown are the normalized thermal, kinetic, and magnetic energies.
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from case 1 to case 4. This is the result of enhanced dissi-
pation through reconnection in MHD turbulence. Hence,
even an obviously very weak magnetic Ðeld with MAx Z 50(or in our setup) does play an important roleb Z 2.25 ] 103
as an agency of enhancing dissipation. This character of
increasing dissipation was also observed in two dimensions,
although the dissipation there occurred through reconnec-
tion around the stable CatÏs Eye instead of reconnection
driven by turbulent motion (Jones et al. 1997). Second, in
case 1 the decay is faster in the high-resolution simulation
than in the medium-resolution calculation. This is because
higher resolution allows a greater number of smaller scale
structures to form, and so reconnection events are more
frequent. Again, a similar behavior was observed in the
two-dimensional VWF cases (Jones et al. 1997). Finally, the
evolution curve of kinetic energy in case 4 is quite di†erent
in the two simulations with di†erent resolution. This
happens because in the high-resolution simulation the mag-
netic Ðeld is ampliÐed enough locally to play a more impor-
tant dynamical role. The details are described in ° 3.3.
The magnetic energy plot of Figure 3 shows the following
behavior. Initially the magnetic energy increases at the
expense of the kinetic energy but stops increasing before
energy equipartition is reached. After that, the magnetic
energy starts decreasing, but the rate of decline is smaller
than that of the kinetic energy. During this period, the Ñow
character is close to that of HD turbulence. But eventually,
progressing from smaller scales to larger scales (see the dis-
cussion on energy power spectrum below) the magnetic
energy catches up to the kinetic energy, and the character of
MHD turbulence is fully established. Then, both energies
decay with the same rate. The turbulence developed by the
K-H instability in a closed system is a decaying, quasi-
isotropic turbulence, and the symmetry of this Ñow does not
support dynamo action. Hence, the magnetic energy must
decay on some timescale along with the kinetic energy, and
both energies should convert into the thermal energy. Over
a very long time dependent on the e†ective magnetic Rey-
nolds number at the dissipation scale (see below for more
discussion) but much longer than our simulation, the mag-
netic Ðeld in this closed system should return to something
resembling the initial conÐguration.
In simulations of ideal MHD Ñows, resistivity, g, is pro-
vided by numerical truncation and di†usion at the grid-cell
level. Thus, it does not have a constant value but depends
on the size of the structures considered. In a numerical code
based on a second-order scheme, such as the TVD scheme,
the e†ective numerical resistivity is inversely proportional
to the square of the scale (l), g P l~2 (Ryu et al. 1995). As a
result, the e†ective magnetic Reynolds number is pro-
portional to the square of the scale, We can use theR
m
P l2.
evolution of magnetic energy in our simulations, in fact, to
estimate heuristically the e†ective magnetic Reynolds
numbers as follows. The magnetic energy decay rate for
nonideal decaying incompressible MHD turbulence (e.g.,
Biskamp 1993) is just
dE
m
dt
\ [g
P
j2d3x \ [g
P
($ Â B)2d3x D [2g Em
L 32
, (7)
where is the thickness of the current sheet. From this weL 3can write roughly that the magnetic Ðeld decay time is
tdm D
L 32
2g
D
R
m
L 3
2v
, (8)
where
g D
vL diss
R
m
(9)
and are used since represents the scale onL diss D L 3 L disswhich energy dissipation by reconnection occurs, that is, the
typical thickness of current sheets. Here, v represents the
typical Ñow velocity across the current sheet. For the case
1h simulation using 2563 grid zones, for instance, we esti-
mate from Figure 3 that and Sv2T1@2Dtdm D 20at So for an e†ective(2E
k
/o)1@2D 5 ] 10~2 30 [ t [ 50.
magnetic Reynolds number corresponding to the typical
scale of current sheet thickness, we obtainL 3D 10~2L ,Note that the smallest values for the scaleR
m
D 200. L 3correspond to 2È3 grid zones, so they are numerically
limited. The inertial range of turbulence in a simulation
should require Hence, applying the inverseR
m
Z 103.
square e†ective dissipation behavior of our second-order
scheme, an inertial range is possible on scales greater than
roughly eight zones. That is, in our simulations turbulence
can be approximately represented on scales larger than
about eight zones.
Additional insights about the evolution of Ñuid and mag-
netic Ðeld properties can be gleaned from the three-
dimensional power spectra of the kinetic and magnetic
energies, and respectively, deÐned as follows.E
k
(k) E
m
(k),
The Fourier amplitude of the kinetic energy is calculated as
A
k,j(k) \
1
L
x
L
y
L
z
P
H
x
H
y
H
z
Jov
j
] exp [i(k
x
x ] k
y
y ] k
z
z)]d3x , (10)
and similarly the Fourier amplitude of the magnetic energy
is calculated as
A
m,j(k) \
1
L
x
L
y
L
z
P
H
x
H
y
H
z
B
j
] exp [i(k
x
x ] k
y
y ] k
z
z)]d3x , (11)
where j ½ Mx, y, zN. Here and are the HanningH
x
, H
y
, H
zwindow functions (Press et al. 1986), which are given as
H
x
\ 1
2
C
1 [ cos
A
2n
x
L
x
BD
, (12)
and similarly for and Windowing in y is usedH
y
H
z
.
because the Ñow is not periodic in that direction. Then, it
seems desirable to window in x and z, too, in order to avoid
artiÐcial anisotropies in Fourier space. Assuming isotropy
on the scales of interest (see discussion below), the energy
power spectra are given as
E
k
(k) \ L x L y L z
2(2n)3W [ oAk,x(k) o2] oAk,y(k) o2] oAk,z(k) o2]k2
(13)
and
E
m
(k) \ L x L y L z
2(2n)3W [ oAm,x(k) o2] oAm,y(k) o2] oAm,z(k) o2]k2 ,
(14)
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where
W \ 1
L
x
L
y
L
z
P
H
x
2H
y
2H
z
2 d3x . (15)
Note that with the above deÐnition,P
E
k
(k)dk \ 1
L
x
L
y
L
z
W
P
H
x
2H
y
2H
z
2 1
2
ov2 d3x (16)
and P
E
m
(k)dk \ 1
L
x
L
y
L
z
W
P
H
x
2 H
y
2H
z
2 1
2
B2 d3x , (17)
that is, and are the kinetic and magnetic energiesE
k
(k) E
m
(k)
per unit k, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the above two energy power spectra,
along with their sum, for case 1h atE
k`m
(k)4 E
k
(k) ] E
m
(k),
t \ 6, 8, 12, 20, 32, and 50. Also, for comparison we include
lines with EP k~5@3 and EP k~3, representing the canon-
ical forms for inertial range three- and two-dimensional iso-
tropic HD turbulence, respectively (e.g., Lesieur 1997). The
vertical dotted lines indicate the scales of L /4, one fourth of
the box size, and eight zones (log k \ 0.602 and 1.505).
Structures with lD L (more speciÐcally, accordinglZ L /4
to our tests) have been strongly a†ected by the Ðnite box
size, while structures with zones have been severelyl[ 8
dissipated by numerical di†usion (see above). So we may
regard the region only between the two vertical dotted lines
as an approximately inertial range. We have seen in Figure
2 that at the earlier times, t \ 6 and 8, there is still consider-
able large-scale, nonisotropic organization to the Ñows (e.g.,
the CatÏs Eye). But later, at t \ 20, the Ñow looks to the
human eye as though it is isotropic turbulence. Figure 4
supports that impression. In particular, if we examine
in the inertial range, we see that the power-lawE
k`m
(k)
slope starts with a value close to [3, as expected from the
two-dimensional Ñow character of the CatÏs Eye. Then, over
time, the becomes Ñatter, but the slope is stillE
k`m
(k)
steeper than until the Ñow develops into something[53,very close to decaying isotropic turbulence by t D 20. After
that, the amplitude decays with time, but the form remains
relatively unchanged to the end of the simulation.
Another point to emphasize is that at the early epochs
dominates on all scales. This fact is consistentE
k
(k) E
m
(k)
with our earlier conclusion that in the VWF cases, the Ñow
is initially essentially HD in character. But, as complex Ñow
structures develop, magnetic Ðeld is ampliÐed by Ñux
stretching. By t D 20, has caught up with onE
m
(k) E
k
(k)
small scales. By the end of the simulation, E
m
(k) D E
k
(k)
over most of the inertial range except on the largest scales.
Hence, by this time the Ñow of case 1h shows the character
of MHD turbulence.
The evolution to a quasi-isotropic Ñow character in the
VWF case can be seen by looking at Figure 5. This shows
for case 1h at a sequence of times which is theSv
x
(y)T
x,z,average of over the x-z plane. is alwaysv
x
/ Sv
x
(y)T
x,z dyvery close to 0, from the symmetry of the initial conditions,
although, since the initial perturbations were random, there
is no exact symmetry in y required. The shear in rep-v
x
,
resented by keeps decreasing rapidly. BydSv
x
(y)T
x,z/dy,t \ 40, not only does but alsodSv
x
(y)T
x,z/dy B 0,for all y. This indicates that there is noSv
x
(y)T
x,zB 0residual shear left and the Ñow has become isotropic.
There are a number of quantitative ways to characterize
the structural evolution of the Ñows in MHD simulations.
The following quantities are particularly simple and useful :
the mean magnetic curvature radius, L 1,
L 1 4
S SB4T
S[(B Æ $)B]2T ,
(18)
the Ñow Taylor microscale, L 2,
L 24
S Sv2T
S($ Â ¿)2T ,
(19)
the magnetic Taylor microscale, L 3,
L 3 4
S SB2T
S($ Â B)2T ,
(20)
and the magnetic intermittency, I,
I4
SB4T
SB2T2 (21)
(e.g., Lesieur 1997 for E. T. Vishniac 1999, private com-L 2 ;munication for others). The Ðrst of these, measures howL 1,sharply the magnetic Ðeld lines are bent. and measureL 2 L 3the transverse dimensions, or thicknesses, of vortex tubes
and current sheets, respectively. I measures spatial contrast
in the magnetic Ðeld strength distribution, i.e., I? 1 sig-
niÐes the presence of magnetic voids and relatively intense
Ñux tubes.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the above quantities for
the three high-resolution simulations, cases 1h, 4h, and 5h,
which are VWF, VWF/WF (transitional), and WF cases,
respectively (see the next two subsections for discussions on
cases 4h and 5h). Initially the magnetic Ðeld is uniform, so
that and are inÐnite, while I\ 1. The initial shearL 1 L 3layer gives We note that for theL 2B (3L a/4)1@2B 0.17.boundary conditions used the mean vector magnetic Ðeld,
SBT, is exactly constant, i.e., there is no dynamo action.
Thus, any net increase in magnetic energy must also lead to
the increase in the magnetic intermittency, I[ 1. The rest of
this paragraph focuses on case 1h, the VWF case. One can
see from and I that very quickly, on a timescaleL 1, L 3,the magnetic Ðeld is drawn into thin structures.t [ 1È2,
Especially, reduction of signals formation of highly bentL 1or twisted Ðeld regions. At the same time is reducedL 2because vortices of smaller scales form. The modest increase
in just before t D 4 is due to the merger of smaller scaleL 2vortices, whose remnants are seen at t \ 6 in Figure 2. By
t D 6È8, when the CatÏs Eye is formed and begins to break
up, magnetic intermittency, I, is already very large. Field
curvature, stays low but shows a peak around t D 8.L 1,This is because the Ðeld is wrapped into the CatÏs Eye.
However, increases as a result of partial Ðeld relaxationL 1during reconnection just prior to the CatÏs Eye breakup.
During CatÏs Eye breakup the Ðeld becomes twisted and
tangled, so that is again reduced. After the CatÏs EyeL 1breaks up and the memory of the initial shear is gone in this
case there begins a gradual relaxation in all of(t Z 20),
that is, the size of vortex tubes increases and the ÐeldL 1,2,3,becomes less strongly curved, while the thickness of current
sheets increases and the magnetic intermittency decreases.
The last of these remains relatively steady for case 1h, near
ID 2, for while the others slowly increase to the endt Z 30,
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FIG. 4.ÈTemporal evolution of energy spectra in the high-resolution simulation case 1h (VWF case). Shown are the spectra of kinetic energy (E
k
),
magnetic energy and kinetic plus magnetic energy For comparison, solid lines draw k~5@3 and k~3 power laws. See text for the deÐnition of(E
m
), (E
k`m
).
energy spectra.
of that simulation. This behavior reÑects the fact that at late
time, magnetic Ðeld is gradually relaxed by straightening
itself, but Ñux tubes remain stable structures. These proper-
ties match the Ðnding of the slow decay of magnetic energy
for case 1h in Figure 3.
3.2. Weak Field (W F) Cases : Magnetic Reorganization of
the CatÏs Eye
This subsection discusses cases 5 and 6 and(MAx \ 14.35), which in two dimensions were categorized as the WF or
disruptive cases. The character of three-dimensional Ñow
and magnetic Ðeld evolution in these cases is perhaps best
illustrated in the morphologies of Figure 7. It shows the
spatial distributions of magnetic Ðeld strength (B) and vor-
ticity magnitude (u) in the high-resolution simulation case
5h at three epochs. Initially, the CatÏs Eye forms in this case,
so the morphologies at t \ 6, although more sheetlike,
carry some resemblance with those of case 1h in Figure 2.
But in case 1h the analogous images at t \ 20 showed a
completely disordered arrangement of magnetic and vortex
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FIG. 5.ÈTemporal evolution of the averaged shear velocity proÐle in
the high-resolution simulation case 1h (VWF case).
tubes. Here those features are clearly laid out in patterns
aligned to the original Ñow. Furthermore, a closer exami-
nation shows both the magnetic Ñux tubes and the vortex
tubes to have a remarkable, sheetlike morphology with
their minimum extent in the y-direction. Thus, they follow
and resemble the original shear layer itself. There is also a
good correspondence between strong vorticity regions and
strong magnetic Ðeld regions, as one might expect in the
presence of self-organization.
An interesting point for this simulation is that two-
dimensional cuts through Ðxed values of z resemble very
much the two-dimensional simulations of WF cases (see the
images in Frank et al. 1996 and Jones et al. 1997). This is the
result of the sheetlike morphology and the indication that
for the Ñow and magnetic Ðeld evolution, although all three
dimensions are available to the Ñows, the behavior is essen-
tially two-dimensional in character. So the WF cases in
three dimensions evolve toward some degree of self-
organized shear just as in two dimensions, that is, the
Maxwell stresses developed during formation of the CatÏs
Eye noticeably reorganize the Ñow and lead to signiÐcant
alignments between magnetic and velocity Ðelds. As for the
VWF cases (cases 1È3), the magnetic Ðeld itself becomes
organized during CatÏs Eye development through the action
of rib vortices into relatively strong-Ðeld Ñux tubes parallel
to the original velocity Ðeld, separated from relatively weak
Ðelds trending along the CatÏs Eye axis. Subsequently, the
reorganized velocity Ðeld aligns with the stronger magnetic
Ðeld and retains a clear memory of the original velocity
shear. Again, that contrasts with the vector Ðelds in the
weakest Ðeld VWF or HD cases in three dimensions, which
become essentially isotropic in nature, except that the mean
vector magnetic Ðeld must remain unchanged, as a result of
the symmetry.
The above point is obvious in Figure 8, which shows at a
sequence of times for the WF cases as well as forSv
x
(y)T
x,z
FIG. 6.ÈEvolution of some global structure measures in three high-resolution simulations (cases 1h, 4h, and 5h). Shown are the magnetic curvature radius
the Ñow Taylor microscale the magnetic Taylor microscale and the magnetic intermittency (I). See text for the deÐnitions.(L 1), (L 2), (L 3),
5(a) B
t=6
(b) B
t=8
(c) B
t=20
(d) ω
t=6
(e) ω
t=8
(f) ω
t=20
x
y z
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FIG. 7.ÈVolume renderings of strong magnetic Ðeld (B) and vorticity magnitude (u) structures in the high-resolution simulation case 5h (WF case) at
several epochs. Darker regions correspond to higher values, and the gray scale was set arbitrarily to highlight structures.
the nonlinearly stable case (case 7). The bottom panel in
Figure 8 shows at t \ 30 the shear strength, dSv
x
(y)T
x,z/dy,in the original midplane of the shear layer. Two points are
made from the Ðgure. First, not only in the nonlinearly
stable case but also in the WF cases, there is still a well-
deÐned shear layer, which is also laminar. This is the result
of reorganization. Second, the residual shear strength at this
time clearly scales with the initial magnetic Ðeld strength (or
more importantly with In hydrodynamics, linear shearB
x0).is stable against linear perturbations but unstable to three-
dimensional Ðnite-amplitude perturbations (Bayly, Orszag,
& Herbert 1988). But the magnetic Ðeld has the stabilizing
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FIG. 8.ÈTemporal evolution of the averaged shear velocity proÐle in the high-resolution simulation case 5h and in the medium-resolution simulations
cases 5mÈ7m (WF cases and strong Ðeld case). Panel (e) shows the derivative of the averaged shear velocity around y \ L /2 at t \ 30 in cases 5h and 5m and at
t \ 20 in cases 6m and 7m.
e†ects, just as in the MHD K-H instability case. Stronger
Ðelds can stabilize Ñows with larger linear shear. The linear
correlation of the residual shear with the initial Ðeld
strength is the direct consequence.
Among other things the self-organization and associated
laminarity in the WF cases substantially slow the rate of
kinetic energy dissipation, since it reduces the energy trans-
fer to small, dissipation scales. That point is clearly made by
comparing Figures 3 and 9, which illustrate the evolution of
energy partitioning for the VWF, VWF/WF (transitional),
and WF cases. We make three points from Figure 9. First,
there is less kinetic energy dissipation in the stronger Ðeld
case 6 than in case 5, as expected from the above discussion
on the residual shear. Second, in both WF cases 5 and 6,
about half of the initial kinetic energy is still present at
t \ 20, and the decay rate has reduced signiÐcantly from
what it was during the time of CatÏs Eye disruption. So, this
Ñow pattern should continue for a moderately long time,
but not as long as we found in two dimensions, since small-
scale structures in the third dimension can still form and
enhance the dissipation. Third, a comparison of cases 5h
and 5m shows a good match between them. This indicates
that small-scale structures do not play a major role,
although they do exist. At the same time, by this measure
we can state safely that the simulations are reasonably well
resolved in the WF cases.
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FIG. 9.ÈEnergy evolution in the high-resolution simulation case 5h and in the medium-resolution simulations cases 5m and 6m (WF cases). Shown are the
normalized thermal, kinetic, and magnetic energies.
The overall behaviors of the mean magnetic curvature
radius the Ñow Taylor microscale the magnetic(L 1), (L 2),Taylor microscale and the magnetic intermittency (I)(L 3),in case 5h are similar to those in case 1h, as seen in Figure 6.
Three di†erences are noticed. First, the L Ïs remain small in
case 1h since there is little dynamical self-organization, but
in case 5h self-organization relaxes the magnetic Ðeld as well
as vortices. As a result, the L Ïs increase after the CatÏs Eye
starts to break apart. Second, the small peak in aroundL 2t D 4 is missing in the WF case. This is because initially the
formation of smaller scale vortices inside the CatÏs Eye is
not allowed because of the magnetic Ðeld, although weak.
This agrees with the visual impression that structures are
absent inside the CatÏs Eye at t \ 6 in Figure 7. Finally, I
approaches unity after indicating that the magnetict Z 20,
Ðeld has returned, more or less, to the initial uniform con-
Ðguration.
3.3. Case 4 : A Transitional V W F/W F Case with Eventual
Reorganization
Case 4 with begins with a magnetic Ðeld tooMAx\ 50weak in two dimensions to have any immediate direct
dynamical role, although through an accumulation of small
magnetic ÐeldÈinduced perturbations even the two-
dimensional version of this case eventually begins to be
distorted. Thus, in two dimensions we would have classiÐed
(a) B
t=11
(b) B
t=26
(c) B
t=50
(d) w
t=11
(e) w
t=26
(f) w
t=50
x
y z
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this as a dissipative case with a ““ footnote.ÏÏ Here we will use
the label VWF/WF. On the face of it, the three-dimensional
case 4 looks during formation of the CatÏs Eye like the
VWF cases discussed earlier, resembling the morphologies
in Figures 1 and 2 at t \ 6. There is even a brieÑy chaotic
Ñow pattern right after the CatÏs Eye breaks up. However,
in the high-resolution simulation case 4h, slowly, over time,
the Ñow begins to reorganize, so that by the end of the
simulation residual shear becomes dominant, while the
magnetic Ðeld has organized into one predominant Ñux
FIG. 10.ÈVolume renderings of strong magnetic Ðeld (B) and vorticity magnitude (u) structures in the high-resolution simulation case 4h (transitional
case) at several epochs. Darker regions correspond to higher values, and the gray scale was set arbitrarily to highlight structures.
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tube parallel to the Ñow. This behavior is clearly visible in
Figure 10. So, e†ectively, this case behaves like the WF,
disruptive cases discussed in the immediately preceding
subsection. This case provides evidence that the range of
dynamically inÑuential magnetic Ðelds is greater in three
dimensions than in two dimensions.
The causes of that di†erence can be seen clearly by a
closer examination of magnetic Ðeld evolution during for-
mation of the CatÏs Eye. The key is evident in Figure 11,
which at t \ 8 shows regions where the MachAlfve n
number is less than unity in case 4h. This is just as the CatÏs
Eye begins to fall apart. The regions with are allMA \ 1coincident with rib vortices that initially were HD in char-
acter. Now, however, they are magnetically dominated.
Within the rib vortices at this time the Ñows are sub-
with mostly An image showing theAlfve nic, 0.1[MA \ 1.regions with small would be almost identical inb \ p
g
/p
bappearance to Figure 11 as well. The smallest values are
so it is really the tension force rather than the pres-b Z 1,
sure force that is revealing the magnetic ÐeldÏs role.
In two dimensions we would have expected to dropMAby about 1 order of magnitude from its initial value, since
the magnetic Ðeld lines around the vortex perimeter are
stretched by about that much as a result of formation and
rotation of the CatÏs Eye. That is insufficient to produce the
properties seen in Figure 11 and consistent with the obser-
vation of Jones et al. (1997) that a two-dimensional MAx D50 Ñow would not lead to magnetic dominance. In three
dimensions, however, formation of the rib vortices provides
a new mechanism to enhanced Ðeld ampliÐcation, as men-
tioned earlier. In particular, Ðeld lines become wrapped
around the rib vortices, so that they become twisted as well
as stretched around the CatÏs Eye. Figure 11 shows this
e†ect by tracing Ðeld lines within one rib vortex. Those Ðeld
lines are clearly twisted around the structure, so that this
feature is a legitimate Ñux tube with sufficient magnetic
tension to begin a self-organization of the Ñow Ðeld. A close
examination of the magnetic Ðeld distribution at this time
reveals strengths about 10 times ampliÐed over the initial
Ðeld as expected, namely, along the entire lengthoB oZ 0.2
of each of the Ñux tubes visible in Figure 11. But each tube
also contains a core down much of its length that has
an additional enhancement we attribute to twist-oB oZ 0.4,
ing. The fraction of the Ñow under magnetic control at this
time is still small, so the inÑuence is not immediately
obvious. It is, however, crucial to the eventual character of
the Ñow. Evidently, if Ðeld ampliÐcation in any signiÐcant
region is able to reduce the Mach number to lessAlfve n
than unity before the CatÏs Eye is hydrodynamically dis-
rupted, some memory of the original shear will be retained
and, through self-organization, the magnetic and Ñow Ðelds
will align, and the Ñow may be smoothed. The evolution of
these features for cases 4h and 5h is clearly seen in ani-
mations of vorticity and magnetic pressure published in the
CD-ROM along with Jones et al. (1999) and currently
posted at the Web site given at the end of ° 1.
The ways in which the above physics has an impact on
energy evolution are shown for this case in Figure 3. We see
FIG. 11.ÈVolume rendering showing regions at t \ 8 for case 4h (transitional case), where the Mach number is less than unity. These regions alsoAlfve n
trace out rib vortices and are twisted magnetic Ñux tubes. One such tube structure is identiÐed by a bundle of magnetic Ðeld lines, which are traced in gray.
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FIG. 12.ÈTwo isosurfaces (semitransparent) highlighting regions of
strong to moderate magnetic Ðeld strength along with several selected
magnetic Ðeld lines in the high-resolution simulation case 4h (transitional
case) at t \ 40. Note how one bundle of Ðeld lines threads the axis of one of
the magnetic strength isosurfaces, which is aligned with the x-axis. The
other Ðeld lines are all chosen to originate on the z\ 0 face. They meander
but on average are orthogonal to the strong Ðeld structure.
that in the high-resolution simulation, energy dissipation is
intermediate between the quasi-HD case 1h, which became
turbulent, and case 5h (in Fig. 9), which quickly developed
into a smooth Ñow. We have noted previously that in
medium- and low-resolution simulations, case 4 behaves as
a VWF Ñow, since then numerical dissipation prohibits
enough ampliÐcation of magnetic Ðeld to allow it to domi-
nate dynamics. In addition, we can see that in case 4h the
rate of kinetic energy decay drops signiÐcantly after t D 25.
By that time the Ñow has begun to organize strongly, and
initially numerous magnetic Ñux tubes, twisted by vortical
motion, have merged into a single, relatively intense struc-
ture. Note in this respect from Figure 11 that the magnetic
energy, in Figure 3 is relatively constant from that timeE
m
,
on as well.
Figure 12 shows images of the magnetic Ñux structures of
case 4h at t \ 40. The dominant Ñux tube is obvious. It
contains most of the original Ñux that passed through the
x \ 0 and faces of the computational box. Orig-x \ L
xinally all the Ðeld lines ran obliquely in the x-z plane, but
now most of the magnetic energy is concentrated in this one
structure, aligned in the x-direction alone. On the other
hand, for the periodic boundary conditions applied here the
magnetic Ñux through each of the individual faces of the
computational box is preserved. Thus, there must have been
a topological change in the magnetic Ðeld along the way.
That fact can also be seen in Figure 12, where we see that
most of the Ñux through the z\ 0 and faces is nowz\ L
zprovided by Ðeld lines that meander around this dominant
Ñux tube and essentially orthogonal to it. That is, the mag-
netic Ñux has separated as a result of the instability and
self-organization into two distinct domains.
Examination of the various structure measures in Figure
6 augments the sense that case 4h represents a transition
between the quasi-HD case 1 and the immediately reorga-
nized case 5. The magnetic Ðeld curvature measure and(L 1)the magnetic Taylor microscale evolve in very similar(L 3)ways for cases 4 and 5, reÑecting the fact that the magnetic
Ðeld in each case is strong enough to smooth the Ñow and
coalesce into one dynamically important Ñux tube. On the
other hand, there is a much closer match between cases 1
and 4 with regard to the Ñow Taylor microscale reÑec-(L 2),ting the development of chaotic Ñow in each of these cases.
The magnetic intermittency (I) stays moderately large,
approaching D2È3 by the end of the simulation, conÐrming
the formation of one big Ñux tube.
4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Through high-resolution MHD simulations using up to
2563 grid zones, we have studied the three-dimensional non-
linear evolution of the compressible MHD K-H instability.
As in our earlier work, we have considered periodic sections
of Ñows that contain a thin shear layer but are otherwise
uniform. The initially uniform magnetic Ðeld is parallel to
the shear plane but 30¡ oblique to the Ñow itself. Its strength
spans the range corresponding to M
x
\ 2.5È1.43] 103.
The sonic Mach number of the Ñow transition was initially
unity.
The most important consequence of this work is conÐr-
mation in three-dimensional Ñows of the conclusion from
our earlier two-dimensional work (Frank et al. 1996 ; Jones
et al. 1997 ; Jeong et al. 2000) that even apparently weak
magnetic Ðelds corresponding to can be importantMAx Z 4to nonlinear evolution of the K-H instability. The role of
weak magnetic Ðelds has been manifested in the following
two ways. First, in the VWF or dissipative case with MAx Zdissipation is enhanced through magnetic reconnection.50,
In this case, the instability remains essentially HD in char-
acter to the end. That is, the CatÏs Eye is destroyed by HD
secondary instabilities, and the Ñows are developed into
mostly isotropic turbulence. But the decay rate of the turbu-
lence increases. Second, in the WF or disruptive case with
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the CatÏs Eye is destroyed by the magnetic4 [MAx [ 50,stress of the Ðeld that has been ampliÐed by stretching and
twisting on the perimeter of the vortex, once the Alfve n
Mach number of Ñows around the CatÏs Eye drops to unity
or less. The Ñows, in this case, are eventually self-organized
into relatively smooth ones with linear shear, which are
stable against further instabilities.
There are two noticeable di†erences in the results of the
current three-dimensional work from that of our previous
two-dimensional work. First, in the VWF cases, while the
CatÏs Eye remains stable in two dimensions, it is destroyed
in three dimensions by inherently three-dimensional insta-
bilities (Hussain 1984 ; Bayly 1986 ; Craik & Criminale
1986). This is an HD process, which was fully studied
before. The second di†erence, a three-dimensional MHD
process, is additional ampliÐcation of magnetic Ðeld by
twisting inside rib vortices developed hydrodynamically
around the CatÏs Eye. That leads to an increased role for
magnetic stresses in destroying the CatÏs Eye. In both two-
and three-dimensional WF cases magnetic Ðeld caught in
the initially quasi-HD roll-up of the CatÏs Eye vortex tubes
within the initial shear layer is ampliÐed by Ðeld-line
stretching. In two dimensions the Ðeld strength on the
perimeter of the vortex is increased by about an order of
magnitude, representing the increased length of Ðeld lines
dragged around the forming CatÏs Eye, before they become
subject to magnetic reconnection. In three dimensions that
e†ect is further enhanced by the development of rib vortices
spanning the CatÏs Eye that twist Ðeld lines into Ñux tubes,
which then span the CatÏs Eye and apply a tension force to
the plasma. In our three-dimensional simulation, twisting of
the Ðeld increases the maximum Ðeld strength by more than
a factor of 2 over the two-dimensional e†ect. For our rather
idealized uniform density and vector Ðeld conÐgurations,
the boundary Ðeld strength for the WF case decreases to the
value corresponding to in three dimensions fromMAx D 50in two dimensions.MAxD 20Two additional interesting points can also be made. First,
in the WF cases, the magnetic energy reaches its maximum
just as magnetic stresses begin to destroy the CatÏs Eye.
However, it returns very close to its initial value, becoming
almost uniform magnetic Ðeld again, on the same timescale
as the Ñow becomes organized. The latter is barely longer
than the time needed to form the CatÏs Eye and disrupt it.
Hence, the Ðeld e†ectively plays the role of a catalyst.
Second, in the VWF cases, where the Ñows become turbu-
lent and so are not reorganized, the ampliÐed magnetic Ðeld
during the development of turbulence is retained long after-
ward. The magnetic energy decays slowly, until it catches
up to the kinetic energy. Then the Ñows approach decaying
MHD turbulence, so that the magnetic energy along with
the turbulent kinetic energy decays at an enhanced rate.
In the cases of strong Ðeld with the develop-MAx[ 4,ment of the MHD K-H instability is essentially two-
dimensional in character, even though variation along the
third dimension is allowed. When the MHD ÑowMAx [ 2,is linearly stable and the instability is not initiated. When
the shear layer is initially corrugated, but the2 [MAx [ 4,enhanced magnetic tension due to the corrugated magnetic
Ðeld stabilizes the instability before the CatÏs Eye forms,
that is, the Ñow is nonlinearly stable.
The model conÐgurations studied have no global helicity
and thus are not capable of dynamo action. Indeed, the
mean vector Ðeld is a constant throughout the simulations.
Hence, the enhancement of magnetic energy comes from
twisting followed by stretching of magnetic Ðeld lines
and/or from maintenance of signiÐcant magnetic inter-
mittency (nonuniformity), not through generation of a
large-scale Ðeld. We have seen that in the transitional
VWF/WF case, however, the enhancement of magnetic
energy is maintained through concentration of magnetic
Ñux in Ñux tubes. Beyond the dynamical impact of such Ñux
concentrations, that tendency could also be signiÐcant
astrophysically for a di†erent reason. In particular, mea-
sures of magnetic Ðeld strength, such as Faraday rotation,
Zeeman splitting, and the intensity of synchrotron emission
become biased to those localized structures, so it becomes
important to establish the intermittency of the Ðeld to
understand associated observations.
We note that our simulations have been done in an ideal-
ized box with periodic boundaries along the x- and z-
directions and reÑecting boundaries along the y-direction.
As a result, they have the following practical limitations.
First, some astrophysical systems subject to the K-H insta-
bility, such as jets, contain continuous supplies of kinetic
energy, while our simulations conserve the total energy.
This limitation may be overcome by considering the con-
vective K-H instability, which employs inÑow/outÑow
boundaries along the x-direction, as Wu (1986) did in his
two-dimensional simulations. However, since one must
then use a much larger computational domain to contain
the evolving structures, the simulations become substan-
tially more expensive, and it would be currently possible to
follow only up to the early stage of the nonlinear develop-
ment of the instability. A second constraint is due to the
periodic nature of the z-boundaries, along the shear plane
but perpendicular to the Ñow direction. From this sym-
metry the axis of the CatÏs Eye is constrained to be perpen-
dicular to the initial Ñow direction. If the CatÏs Eye were
allowed to rotate relative to the background Ñow, it would
interact with the Ñow by crumpling or corrugating. This
might lead to somewhat di†erent initial nonlinear behaviors
in the WF and VWF/WF cases. Relaxation of that sym-
metry must await later work. Finally, the reÑecting bound-
aries along the y-direction impose another limitation on our
simulations. However, in two dimensions, we saw that when
activities are limited around the shear boundary as in the
WF case, the e†ects of the reÑecting boundaries are minimal
(see Frank et al. 1996 ; Malagoli et al. 1996). In addition, in
the VWF case, Ñow develops into turbulence, so we expect
that the boundary e†ects would not be very important to
the local properties of the Ñow.
Thus, we encourage restraint in direct application of our
results for interpretation of observational features. Our
intent is rather to provide more general physical insights
into boundary layer dynamical processes within astro-
physical objects subject to the K-H instability, such as jets
associated with young stellar objects, accreting binaries, or
larger scale Ñows from active galaxies (e.g., Ferrari, Truss-
oni, & Zaninetti 1980), strongly sheared Ñows in the solar
corona (e.g., Kopp 1992), and EarthÏs magnetopause
separating the magnetosphere from the solar wind (e.g.,
Miura 1984). In addition, our Ðndings have several broader
implications in astrophysics. The most obvious is that rela-
tively weak magnetic Ðelds may be able to reduce the devel-
opment of turbulence from the K-H instability and
diminish the tendency for mixing and related kinds of trans-
port across slip surfaces. This work thus augments earlier
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suggestions that weak magnetic Ðelds may inhibit turbulent
di†usion (e.g., Vainshtein & Rosner 1991).
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